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It is March 1918.The Germans are about to take everyone by surprise with an early launch of their

spring offensive.There is a feeling that the war simply cannot go on for much longer, but yet Allied

ground is being lost and key towns retaken by the Germans.In this concluding volume of the Victory

Trilogy, the story sweeps the reader along on the crest of a wave of thrilling air battles and the

reverses and triumphs of the Allied forces in the concluding months of the Great War.The personal

problems and inter-relationships of the well-established cast achieve their various resolutions; with

many unexpected twists that arise convincingly from their own characters.With accurate historical

detail, the book thrillingly depicts The Huntersâ€™ adventures â€“ their conquests in the air and on

the ground â€“ against the backdrop of the later development of the First World War.The Hunters is

a gripping military adventure story set during the tumultuous events of World War One. It is the third

and final book in The Victory Trilogy.Praise for Richard Townshend Bickersâ€˜A thrilling page

turner,â€™ - Tom Kasey, bestselling author of The Trade Off Richard Townshend Bickers

volunteered for the RAF on the outbreak of the second world war and served, with a Permanent

Commission, for eighteen years. He wrote a range of military fiction and non-fiction books, including

Torpedo Attack, My Enemy Came Nigh and Summer of No SurrenderEndeavour Press is the UK's

leading independent digital publisher. For more information on our titles please sign up to our

newsletter at www.endeavourpress.com. Each week you will receive updates on free and

discounted ebooks. Follow us on Twitter: @EndeavourPress and on Facebook via

http://on.fb.me/1HweQV7
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Great trilogy...but the ending of this trilogy just ends. What the heck? Nothing about what happens

to all the main characters. It just ends with Anderson leading an attack. What about the German

pilot? What about the French pilot? Do all live to return home to their women? It's not really clear.

Too bad. Really enjoyed these stories. Hope Mr. Bickers other stories end better than this one.

I've been studying WWI aviation lately, mainly memoirs and aircraft books. I thought I'd give these a

try based on the autho'rs background and publishing history of aviation based histories, fictional and

non-fiction.I rather enjoyed it.As pointed out by various reviewers, the characters are a bit

stereotypical, study English schoolboy turned ace, worldly racing driver French pilot, and ambitious

German.Still, the pace was quick and there were some surprises and the aircraft combat scenes are

well done.I even learned a few things about the lives of pilots and WWI aircraft.In short, it's a

pleasant way to spend a few hours.

A thrilling part of the Victory Trilogy, RT Buckets retains his highly intrepid account of the Air War of

WWI.

The characters were not well-developed so there was no real resolution. The war ended. But we

knew that was going to happen obviously.

I liked all three books they were full of aircraft info

Entertaining read.

This is an interesting trilogy and an easy read.



A good read in a period I never read about.
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